In recent years, metabolic engineering has gained central attention in numerous fields of science because of its capability to manipulate metabolic pathways in enhancing the expression of target phenotypes. Due to this, many computational approaches that perform genetic manipulation have been developed in the computational biology field. In metabolic engineering, conventional methods have been utilized to upgrade the generation of lactate and succinate in E. coli, although the yields produced are usually way below their theoretical maxima. To overcome the drawbacks of such conventional methods, development of hybrid algorithm is introduced to obtain an optimal solution by proposing a gene knockout strategy in E. coli which is able to improve the production of lactate and succinate. The objective function of the hybrid algorithm is optimized using a swarm intelligence optimization algorithm and a Simple Constrained Artificial Bee Colony (SCABC) algorithm. The results maximize the production of lactate and succinate by resembling the gene knockout in E. coli. The Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) is integrated in a hybrid algorithm to evaluate the growth rate of E. coli as well as the productions of lactate and succinate. This results in the identification of a gene knockout list that contributes to maximizing the production of lactate and succinate in E. coli.
Introduction
Lactate and succinate are by-products of the fermentation process. They have garnered considerable attention in industry due to their metabolites productivity and derivatives that have been recognized as potential sources for a range of industrial purposes e.g. food processing, cosmetics, oral and health care products as well as baked goods. There is thus a need for high demands of these products. Recently, microorganisms have been widely used for producing biochemical compounds such as acetate, formate, and ethanol. E. coli is one of the most widely used microorganisms as it possesses several advantages: rapid growth under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions, it has the ability to produce mixed acid fermentation, and it only requires simple nutrients for cultivation. However, the production of lactate and succinate by conventional methods are still far below the theoretical maximum. As a metabolite of the central carbon metabolism, succinate and lactate represent excellent opportunities for identifying metabolic engineering strategies [1] .
Recently, many researchers have been focusing on the use of E. coli to overproduce lactate and succinate. To do this, microbial phenotypes are enhanced using gene knockout technology, inactivating the genes of an organism and eventually represses the function of the gene. With gene knockout techniques, the term knockout means that a new mutant is generated by "knocking out" a gene, however it is not easy to obtain the desired genes since this involves a huge number of interacting reactions. In addition to genetically engineering the strain, identification of genes for manipulation can be achieved by computational methods to overproduce the required biochemical compounds and thus greatly reduce the experimental costs and time.
Several frameworks have been proposed for gene knockout strategies. One of the more well-known gene knockout strategies is OptKnock, also known as the pioneer rational modelling framework [2] . It plays an important role in searching for set of genes to be deleted to optimize the internal flux distribution which is an important aspect for a cell's growth rate. There were two objectives focused in [1] namely maximization of biochemical products and Minimization of Metabolic Adjustment (MoMA). The OptKnock algorithm is a bi-level optimization framework since it employs mixed integer linear programming (MILP).
OptGene is another rational modelling framework, which is an extension of OptKnock [3] . OptGene uses Genetic Algorithms (GA), where the principle of Darwinian evolution is applied to search for a global optimum solution. The direct relation of GA with biological evolution makes it a natural choice to identify suitable genes for modification to improve the metabolic phenotype. Optimization of non-linear objective function is supported in OptGene. In OptGene, the objective function of the mutant's value is assessed using Flux Balance Analysis (FBA). OptGene can be divided into two representation schemes: binary or integer. The binary representation is more complex and leads to solutions with a larger number of knockouts even though it is closer to the natural evolution of microbial genomes. The integer representation gives a more compact genome, but it requires a priori number of gene knockouts [4] . Rocha et al. [4] proposed two optimization algorithms: Simulated Annealing (SA) and Set-based Evolutionary Algorithms (SEAs) to automatically find the best number of gene deletions for achieving a given productivity goal. In the work of [4] , it is shown how SA performed slightly better than SEAs due to the lack of building blocks that can be combined to achieve better solutions in SEAs.
However, both methods do not always perform well as they are often trapped in local minima. In some cases, an unrealistic flux distribution may be suggested since the model lacks kinetic information. The computed production of biochemical compounds is always far below their theoretical maxima due to the lack of appropriate modelling and optimization tools. Instead, methods are based on qualitative and intuitive design principles.
Recently, most research aim to obtain potential gene knockout strategy using algorithm optimization tools that themselves are based on swarm intelligence. This algorithm is based on collective intelligence from a group or agent including capabilities for foraging, division of labor, collective sorting and clustering that interact locally [5] . There are several algorithms that have been established such as Ant Colony Optimization algorithm, and Bee algorithm. These algorithms are favored by many researchers due to their good performance in overcoming the local minima problem: their capability to search for global optima solutions in gene knockout strategy, and their ability to optimize the targeted biochemical compound production rate and growth rate of microorganisms.
In this paper we present a hybrid of Simple Constrained Artificial Bee Colony (SCABC) and Flux Balance Analysis (FBA)-referred to as SCABCFBA. This plays a significant role in allowing to search for the optimal gene knockout strategy to overproduce lactate and succinate. SCABC overcomes the constraints in optimization issue. The algorithm is an extension of previous research on the Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm [6] including the use of other agents of honey bee's populations by imitating collective intelligence to resolve optimization problems. This method improves exploration and exploitation processes, resulting in faster process for finding the global optimum. In the hybrid algorithm, FBA acts as a fitness function that is used to evaluate the growth rate of E. coli and production of lactate and succinate. In this work, E. coli is used as a model to maximize the production of lactate and succinate.
Materials and Methods

Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) Algorithm
The standard ABC algorithm was introduced by [7] to solve unconstrained optimization problems. The basic concept of the ABC algorithm is imitating a swarm of honey bees as they forage for food sources. There are three types of bee involved in the ABC algorithm: employed; onlooker, and scout bees. Each has specific tasks and roles in the process of searching for the best food source. In the algorithm, the food source in a local neighbourhood is exploited by employed bees while onlooker bees make decision based on the information shared by employed bees. When the food source is abandoned, employee bees will change their role to become scout bees. Scout bees explore new regions in the search space and carry out random search for new food sources. Figure 1 shows the general steps of the ABC algorithm.
Simple Constrained Artificial Bee Colony (SCABC) Algorithm
SCABC is an improvement of the ABC algorithm proposed in [6] that is used to tackle constrained problems. The SCABC algorithm applies Deb's rules to make decision on selecting a solution based on the constraints that are applied. This is also known as tournament selection. It is used when two solutions are compared at the same time by applying the following principles:
• Any feasible solution that satisfies all constraints is preferred compared to any infeasible solution that violates any existing constraints; • For the two feasible solutions, the one that has the higher fitness value is preferred; and • For the two infeasible solutions, the one that has the lesser constraint violation is preferred.
In the initialization stage, the food source in the first run is initialized randomly. For the other runs in the algorithm, the best food source is selected from the previous run and used as the first new food source in the newly initialized population, while the other food sources are initialized randomly. This ensures that the runs of the SCABC algorithm are not completely independent. Exploration for a food source in the SCABC algorithm is improved by checking for every possible solution in the scout phase. If the solution is not feasible, the food source is replaced by a new randomly generated solution.
Flux Balance Analysis (FBA)
FBA [8] is a mathematical modelling approach for simulating the metabolic network of an organism by analyzing the flow of flux. Both the metabolic reaction and genomic information of an organism are contained in the metabolic network. Organisms are assumed to reach a stable state in FBA when they satisfy the physiochemical constraints under all conditions. Metabolic networks of a organism repeatedly adapted to the environment and optimized, irrespective of how the external environment changes. There are four steps involved in FBA: (i) defining the system, (ii) obtaining a reaction stoichiometric matrix, (iii) defining the measurable fluxes, and finally (iv) optimizing the objective. Figure 2 provides an overview of FBA.
In the first step, all metabolic reactions and metabolites involved in the FBA model system are defined. The model Fig. 1 General steps of the ABC algorithm [7] 1 3 system is comprised of reactants A, B and C with internal fluxes v i where v i includes reversible reaction and external exchange fluxes, b i . Genome sequence annotation is a starting key point in the metabolic reconstruction. Homology searches annotate the product of each gene to identify all metabolic enzymes. Next, the reactions catalyzed by each enzyme are explained. Inclusion of the transport mechanism can also be utilized in FBA to characterize all enzymatic reactions.
The dynamic mass balance of the metabolic system is defined in terms of the flux rate of enzymatic reactions and stoichiometric matrix corresponding to the individual reaction. A differential equation is constructed based on the matrix notation, where 'S' denotes the stoichiometric matrix and 'V' denotes the matrix of the fluxes. Once FBA assumes the system has reached a steady state, the stoichiometric matrix related to the fluxes rate is equal to zero, i.e.:
Generally, the number of reactions is larger than the number of metabolites, and it is impossible to solve all metabolic fluxes mathematically. A solution is proposed such that, by
obtaining additional constraints of the metabolic network, a steady-rate flux distribution can be determined. There are several types of constraint involved including physiochemical, spatial topological, condition-dependent environment and regulatory constraints. These additional constraints impose a range of allowable flux values that defined the lower and upper bounds of the flux to be solved by the FBA system. Example flux constraints are shown below:
Here all internal irreversible reactions have a flux in the positive direction and allow reversible reactions to be in either direction. A finite bound can be imposed based on the knowledge of cellular thermodynamic or actual measurements. Other constraints such as regulatory and thermodynamic constraints can also further refine the predictive capability of FBA.
In the final step, the objective function is defined and optimized, e.g. using linear programming, where C represents the objective function. In this paper, the objective [8] function is used to maximize the lactate and succinate production and growth rate of E. coli.
Different optimal solutions for a given system may be obtained based on the objective function. These alternative optimal solutions can be further used to identify potential redundancies in the metabolic network.
Hybrid of Simple Constrained Artificial Bee
Colony Algorithm and Flux Balance Analysis (SCABCFBA)
The SCABCFBA algorithm has two different functions. The SCABC algorithm plays an important function to optimize the search for the best gene knockout, whereas FBA works as the fitness function used to predict the growth rate and production rate of lactate and succinate in E. coli. The flowchart and pseudo code of SCABCFBA algorithm is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. These algorithms contain five
phases: (i) Initialize the Population Phase, (ii) Employed Phase, (iii) Onlooker Phase, (iv) Memorize the Best Phase, and (v) Scout Phase.
Initialization Phase
For the initialization phase, a population given as a matrix i × j is initialized by the algorithm, where i represents the number of reactions in the E. coli core model and j represents the number of potential solutions in the population.
Initially the E. coli model consists of all reactions, hence all matrix values are set to 0. Removed reactions (value 1) are randomly distributed through the matrix. After the initialization process, the list of reactions produced is used as input for the FBA to evaluate the fitness value. The list of reactions consists of the growth rate and minimum production of the targeted metabolites.
Employed Phase
In the second phase, the algorithm randomly creates new populations that are equal to the size of the original population. Then, using FBA, the fitness of the new population is assessed. Tournament selection is used to select between the original and new solution populations. This uses the fitness values of the original and new populations. In this study, the growth rate of the cell and minimum production of the targeted metabolites are employed as constraints. The growth rate is employed to identify whether the cell survives after gene deletion. A positive growth rate value shows that the cell is able to survive and reproduce after the gene is deleted and vice versa. The cell is constrained such that any feasible solution must be more than 0.1 to make sure that the cell survives after gene knockout. To avoid small values of metabolites, the minimum production constraint value is set to more than − 1e − 3 . It should be noted that tournament selection is used to find the optimal solution according to the criteria given in Sect. 2.2.
A control parameter for the number of cycles is predefined for each solution. During the exploitation process, there is a possibility that the original population has a greater fitness value than the newly generated population's solution. In this circumstance, the current solution cannot be improved to a better solution, so a control parameter is used in the algorithm to limit abandonment. Each time the current solution cannot be improved, the trial is increased by 1. Otherwise, the trial is reset to 0. A solution can be assumed as exhausted and abandoned when it cannot be enhanced over the predefined control parameter. 
Onlooker Phase
In this phase, the population generated from employed phase is used to form a new population by selecting a possible solution with a given probability. The value of probability P is calculated based on the equation below:
where j represents the number of populations. The possibility of a solution being selected affects the probability of the population solution. As the probability of a solution is high, the solution will have a high possibility to be used as the input in this phase. A new population solution is generated based on the best solution selected between two populations via tournament selection. The old solution is substituted by the solution with the higher fitness. Similar to the control parameter used in the employed phase, if the fitness of the population is not improved, the trial value will be increased by 1 and a replaced population will reset the trial value to 0.
Scout Phase
The solution is considered exhausted if the solution could not be improved through the predetermined control parameter. In this case, it will be abandoned. In this phase, a new solution will be produced once the control parameter exceeds a given limit (50 cycles), and the new solutions also replace all abandoned solutions. In addition, all solutions are checked to determine if any solution is not feasible. An infeasible solution is replaced with a new solution that is randomly created and the new fitness is calculated by FBA, which selects the best solution between the two populations.
Memorize the Best Phase
In the final phase, the result of the reaction knockout list is returned. All processes are repeated until a termination criterion is met or the maximum number of cycles is reached. For subsequent runs, the best solution obtained from previous
run is initialized as the first new solution for the population for the next phase. Finally, the population which comprises the best knockout reaction list that has the best fitness value is used as the result to obtain the production rate.
Dataset and Experimental Set-up
In identifying the gene knockout strategy, this research implements E. coli core model dataset ('ecoli_core_model. mat') that is provided in the COBRA Toolbox and installed in MATLAB. This model has been used in several previous studies including [2, 9] . This model consists of 26 data fields. Only 4 fields are employed in the system: rxns, lb, ub and rxnNames, and 95 reactions in the model are used as inputs to the hybrid SCABCFBA algorithm. SCAB-CFBA looks for reactions that can be deleted to increase the required biochemical productions.
Several parameters are standardized to establish a standard measurement for both target reactions. The size of the colony, i.e. the total number of employed bees and onlooker bees, is set to 100. The number of cycles, which functions as the termination criterion, is set to 200 and the number of trials used to determine whether a solution should be abandoned (i.e. when it exceeds the defined number) is set to 50. The hybrid algorithm is set to run 10 times for each of the different target metabolites. The hybrid algorithm was executed using different numbers of gene knockouts, from a single gene knockout to quintuple gene knockout scenarios. After the results were computed, they were analysed and compared with previous research and wet laboratory results with focus on the growth rate of E. coli and the minimum production of metabolites to evaluate the performance of the SCABCFBA algorithm. 
Results and Discussions
Lactate Overproduction
Three sets of knockout list were identified after executing 200 runs of the SCABCFBA algorithm, i.e. they produced the highest production of lactate named as mutants A, B, and C, respectively. Table 1 shows the results for lactate obtained from SCABCFBA, with the productivity of lactate in milligram (g g h) −1 and growth rate (h −1 ). Table 2 shows the reactions corresponding to the knockout lists for mutants A, B, and C.
Based on Table 1 , both mutants B and C achieved the highest productivity of lactate at 18.1761 (g glucose h) −1 . The growth rates of E. coli for both mutants was the same at 0.11862, indicating that the cell survives after gene deletion is applied. Mutant A generated 18.0738 (g glucose h) −1 lactate with the deletion of genes adhE, pntA, and pntB. The growth rate of mutant A was slightly higher than mutants B and C, with a growth rate of 0.125279. According to [10] , by deleting adhE gene in E. coli strains, lactate production can be enhanced. Gene adhE catalyzes the reduction of acetylCoA to ethanol. By removing the adhE gene, the enzyme alcohol dehydrogenase is no longer synthesized by adhE. As a consequence, the fermentation by-product, ethanol, cannot be produced. Hence, regeneration of NAD is mainly based on the reduction pathway of pyruvate to lactate, thus lactate production is increased. pntAB is a gene that encodes transhydrogenase, which catalyzes an irreversible transfer of a hydride ion by oxidation of NADH to NAD and NADP to NADPH. According to [11] , transhydrogenase is a major source of NADPH in E. coli, which means that approximately 45% of NADPH is produced via transhydrogenase. Deletion of the pntAB gene, therefore, reduces the concentration of NAD in E. coli, with the result that oxidation of NADH is primarily carried out by the fermentation pathway of lactate resulting in an increase of lactate production.
The second knockout list for mutant B was based on deletion of adhE, pntAB and gdhA. As mentioned for mutant A, deletion of both ahdE and pntAB genes makes it possible to increase lactate production by inactivating the oxidation of NADH. Additional knockout of gdhA further increases the yield compared with mutant A, resulting in the highest production rate of lactate obtained in this study. According to [12] , knocking out gdhA can enhance the production of polylactic acid, a polymer that is synthesized using lactate. However, the growth rate is retarded after the deletion of the gdhA gene. This explains why the growth rate of mutant B is slightly reduced compared with mutant A. The gdhA gene encodes glutamate dehydrogenase, an enzyme that catalyzes the oxidative deamination of glutamate to ammonia and α-ketoglutarate, utilizing NAD and NADP. gdhA gene knockout increases the availability of NADPH, as the formation of lactate is required to produce the reduced NAD [13] , thereby increasing lactate production.
Finally, the third mutant C suggested the deletion of adhE, pntAB and pps. Mutant C has the same production and growth rate as mutant B, indicating that both mutants yield the highest production of lactate. Similar to mutants A and B, adhE and pntAB were suggested for knockout to increase the production of lactate. According to [14] , deletion of the pps gene in combination with adhE increases lactate production. In the case of mutant C, the pps gene is suggested as an additional gene for removal along with adhE and pntAB. The research conducted by [15] identifies that the pps gene encodes phosphoenolpyruvate synthase, catalyzing pyruvate into phosphoenolpyruvate, which is an important step to generate glucose from pyruvate and lactate in gluconeogenesis. Deletion of the pps gene inactivates the pathway and assists in the accumulation of pyruvate which accelerates lactate formation. Figure 5 shows the central carbon metabolism in E. coli with gene knockout of mutants A, B and C.
Succinate overproduction
Three sets of gene knockout list that which give the highest production of succinate were observed and analysed. Table 3 shows the results for the overproduction of succinate with the productivity and growth rates. The production of succinate is in milligram (g glucose h) −1 while the growth rate of E. coli is in units per hour. These three sets are named mutants D, E and F, respectively. Table 4 shows the reaction of each enzyme corresponding to the knockout lists from the aforementioned mutants. Table 3 shows that mutant F achieved the highest productivity of succinate among the mutants at 12.1932 (g glucose h) −1 . The growth rate of E. coli for mutant F was 0.185458, indicating that the cell survives after the gene knockout. On the other hand, mutants D and E have the same succinate production and growth rates of E. coli at 11.9205 and 0.165031, respectively.
Based on the observation listed in Table 3 , all of the mutants D, E and F identify one common gene to knockout: the pgi gene, which encodes glucose-6-phosphate isomerase. In the absence of the pgi gene, the pentose phosphate pathways dominate as a major route for glucose catabolism [16] . The instance has further activated the glyoxylate shunt pathway, which is an alternative pathway for glycolysis. Based on studies such as [17, 18] , the glyoxylate shunt pathway plays a vital role in the anaerobic production of succinate. According to [19] , inhibition of the pgi gene in E. coli can increase the concentration of NADPH. A high concentration of NADPH inhibits the isocitrate dehydrogenase reaction, which is an essential step to catalyze isocitrate to form α-ketoglutarate and carbon dioxide [20] . Inactivating the gene pgi increases the accumulation of isocitrate, therefore, assimilating it to produce succinate as a by-product. This explains how the production of succinate increases by the knockout of the pgi gene.
For mutant E, a combination of pgi and pta genes are suggested for the knockout. As stated previously, knocking out the pgi gene can increase the succinate production via the glyoxylate shunt pathway. Both mutants D and E show the same productivity and growth rate, with one common pgi gene suggested for knockout. The additional knockout of the pta gene in mutant E has no influence on the productivity of succinate. The study conducted by [21] stated that inhibiting the phosphotransacetylase reaction facilitates a reduction in the accumulation of acetate and pyruvate to yield succinate. However, the amount of increase is marginal. This explains why the succinate production for both mutants D and E is the same, indicating that the secretion of succinate is greatly influenced by the knockout of the pgi gene but not by the pta gene. Although the succinate production of mutant E is the same as mutant D, the pta gene is suggested for knockout to enhance the succinate production. For mutant F, pgi, icd and sfcA genes are suggested for knockout since they rise to the highest succinate production among the three observed mutants. The malic enzyme encoded by sfcA catalyzes the formation of pyruvate by assimilation of malate. Inactivation of the sfcA gene reduces the formation of pyruvate and, therefore, substantially increases the accumulation of malate. According to [22] , metabolic flux to pyruvate is not favorable to produce succinate due to its efficient fermentation into other products. Eliminating malic enzymes, therefore, enhances succinate formation. As mentioned before, deletion of the pgi gene triggers the pentose phosphate pathway which dominates as the major route for glucose catabolism. The activation of pentose phosphate pathway further causes malate to undergo the glyoxylate shunt pathway, producing glyoxylate. As a consequence, more glyoxylate is converted into isocitrate. According to [23] , succinate production is significantly increased when the glyoxylate shunt is activated, following the removal of the icd gene. Hence, additional knockout of the icd gene in mutant F inhibits the isocitrate dehydrogenase reaction, hampering the formation of α-ketoglutarate that facilitates succinate formation, therefore, increasing succinate production. Figure 6 shows the central carbon metabolism in E. coli with the gene knockouts of mutants D, E, and F.
Comparative Analysis
The obtained results are compared with previous studies to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. The comparison between OptKnock and SCABCFBA is shown in Table 5 . This table shows the comparison of knockout lists that achieved the highest production of lactate and succinate from both methods. OptKnock results are taken from [2] .
From Table 5 , it can be seen that SCABCFBA achieved better results than OptKnock. Hence SCABCFBA is a better gene knockout strategy for overproduction compared to OptKnock.
The result obtained justified the effectiveness of hybrid algorithm in identifying gene knockout strategies for metabolite overproduction. However, the results were also compared with wild-type growth rate and production rate of succinate and lactate of the E. coli core model simulated by using OptKnock [2] . ), respectively. In conclusion, the proposed SCABCFBA hybrid algorithm can achieve a better performance than OptKnock and improve the production rate of the desired metabolites.
Conclusion
This research presents the SCABCFBA hybrid algorithm and how it has been employed to search for optimal solutions for gene knockout which can lead to improvements in lactate and succinate overproduction in E. coli. Based on the results obtained, the SCABCFBA works well in identifying feasible solutions for gene knockouts and achieved a better performance than OptKnock. The SCABC algorithm is capable of resolving constrained problems with the ability of performing local and global searches simultaneously using a multivariate function optimization that plays a crucial role in this method. The improvements implemented in the ABC algorithm in this paper increase the exploration and exploitation of the solution allowing for more rapid convergence to enable quick searches that achieve a global optimum.
For future works, the SCABC can be improved by implementing Minimization of Metabolic Adjustment (MoMA) since it has the ability to predict metabolic steady state after gene knockouts. MoMA can act as a fitness function to improve the performance of the hybrid algorithm. In addition, it is able to minimize the Euclidean distance of the flux distribution between the metabolic states of the mutant and wild-type, thereby producing a better algorithm and results. 
